See the Canyon Collection and other great playground designs on our Playground Inspirations app. Download it today at playlsi.com/inspirations-app

Watch The Canyon Collection in action at playlsi.com/canyon-collection
NEW The Canyon Collection™

We’ve rocked the playground, Again.

The Canyon Collection™ kindles the spirit of adventure with realistic rock panels that attach directly to a PlayBooster® play-structure. Rocks are no longer isolated events set apart from the rest of the playground. With this integrated rock-climbing experience, kids enjoy continuous play that’s both physical and imaginative.

The four Canyon Collection Rocks are molded from actual rock formations, inside and out, so they look and feel true to life. Kids can practice their mountaineering skills, go spelunking and achieve new heights with their friends.

This configurable collection includes rocks, nets and a deck that can be combined in a variety of exciting ways. Choose from four unique formations—or add your favorite rock to a new playstructure. Then incorporate one or more Canyon Collection Nets for an additional challenge.
**Integrated** The Canyon Collection™ attaches to posts and decks to create a rugged, nature-inspired playspace that’s integrated into the rest of the playstructure. Now rocks, bridges, ramps, slides, ropes and more can all be incorporated into a single playground that provides endless opportunities for continuous play.

**Natural** Molds made from actual rocks in the Gneiss Outcrops in Southwestern Minnesota were used to create the Canyon Collection Rocks. The resulting surface texture and rock shapes are incredibly realistic, adding a natural look and feel to the playspace. Sculpted right into the rock faces are plenty of surprise discoveries—look for lifelike frogs, mice and fossils on the outside, and bats and insects on the inside.
Modular  The Canyon Collection is available in a variety of configurations to satisfy a range of budgets and footprints.

- All four rocks can be structured around a Canyon Deck to create a large outer and inner play area
- For a more open feel, three rocks can be placed around a Canyon Deck
- For ultimate configurability, individual rocks can be attached to posts and decks to up the “nature factor” of any playstructure
- Two nets specifically designed to attach to the posts behind rock structures provide even more options

Expanded play surface  Not only can kids climb the outsides, but the rock insides either have climbing holds or interesting features to investigate as well. When multiple rocks are placed in certain formations, a cozy cave is created for an additional play area.
Tall and slender, this rock provides a challenging vertical climb with plenty of built-in hand- and foot-holds. You’ll find it in four of our formations (see pages 12-13), plus it’s a great add-on by itself.

- Realistic and natural look and feel with durable concrete construction
- Can be combined with other Canyon Collection Rocks (Formations 1, 2, 3 and 4), or installed individually
- Connects to a PlayBooster® Triangular, Square or Hexagon 72” Deck when installed individually
- Direct bury only

The Ascent Rock is the smallest of the Canyon Collection Rocks: its width will fit between the posts on standard decks.

#207581A
NEW The Canyon Collection™

**The Bend™ Rock**

The Bend curves at a 90-degree angle, providing a cozy cubby on the inside and two sides of climbing on the outside. An opening offers access along with clear sightlines. This rock is featured in three of our formations (see pages 12-13) or can be installed individually.

- Realistic and natural look and feel with durable concrete construction
- Built-in opening provides visibility through the structure
- Can be combined with other Canyon Collection Rocks (Formations 1, 2 and 3), or installed individually
- Connects to a PlayBooster® Square Deck when installed individually
- Direct bury only

The Bend Rock is designed for decks with a 90° corner to provide climbing on the outside and semi-enclosure on the inside.

#207582A
NEW The Canyon Collection™

THE CHIMNEY™ ROCK

The Chimney Rock offers climbing opportunities on both the inside and the outside. That’s why it’s featured in all of our formations (see pages 12-13). Of course, it makes one cool addition to a standard PlayBooster® playstructure, too.

- Realistic and natural look and feel with durable concrete construction
- Provides climbing opportunities on the inside as well as on the outside
- Can be combined with other Canyon Collection Rocks (Formations 1, 2, 3 and 4), or installed individually
- Connects to a PlayBooster Triangular, Square or Hexagon 72" Deck when installed individually
- Direct bury only

The Chimney Rock is the tallest in the Canyon Collection, but still fits between posts on standard decks.

#207583A
Kids will discover multiple climbing challenges along the outside surfaces of this rock, plus a nice hideaway inside, accessible via two built-in openings. Three of our formations (see pages 12-13) include the Den Rock, but it also makes a nice solo add-on.

- Realistic and natural look and feel with durable concrete construction
- Built-in opening provides visibility through the structure
- Can be combined with other Canyon Collection Rocks (Formations 1, 2 and 4)
- Connects to a PlayBooster® Hexagon Deck when installed individually
- Direct bury only

The Den Rock hugs the 120° corner of a Hexagon Deck. It provides climbing opportunities on the outside and discovery features on the inside.
ROCK SOLID FUN

All of the elements in the Canyon Collection™ were created to work well together, but in so many different ways. You can pick which configuration (or configurations) work best for your playground size, budget and types of play experiences your kids want to have.

Legend:
A. The Ascent™ Rock
B. The Bend™ Rock
C. The Chimney™ Rock
D. The Den™ Rock

Formation 1
All four rocks are structured around a Canyon Deck to create a fully enclosed environment that encourages play both inside and out.
- 72” deck
- Deck is sized to accommodate wheelchair turnaround
- Built-in openings in the Bend Rock and the Den Rock provide visibility through the structure
- Direct bury only
#207577A

Formation 2
All four rocks are placed around a Canyon Deck, but partial space above the Den Rock is left open for a ramp, bridge or other play component.
- 72” deck
- Deck is sized to accommodate wheelchair turnaround
- Built-in openings in the Bend Rock and the Den Rock provide visibility through the structure
- Direct bury only
#207578A

Formation 3
Three Rocks—the Chimney Rock, the Bend Rock and the Ascent Rock—are placed around a Canyon Deck with enclosures over the rocks and openings over the open spaces.
- Open area on deck allows other PlayBooster® components to be connected
- 72” deck
- Deck is sized to accommodate wheelchair turnaround
- Built-in opening in The Bend Rock provides visibility through the structure
- Direct bury only
#207579A

Formation 4
For a more open feel, three rocks—the Ascent Rock, the Den Rock and the Chimney Rock—are placed around a Canyon Deck.
- Open area on deck allows other PlayBooster® components to be connected
- 72” deck
- Deck is sized to accommodate wheelchair turnaround
- Built-in opening in the Den Rock provides visibility through the structure
- Direct bury only
#207580A

The Chimney/Den Rocks
- Built-in opening in the Den Rock provides visibility through the structure
- Direct bury only
#207585A
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The Canyon Collection™ also includes a few inspired components to further enhance kids’ climbing experiences.

Canyon High Wire Net
Kids use balance as they shimmy along this challenge.
- Specially designed connectors provide clearance around rocks
- Steel-reinforced cables
Canyon Deck
This uniquely shaped deck allows all four rocks to be used to their maximum function.
• Part of formations 1, 2, 3, and 4
• TenderTuff® coated for gripping comfort
• Large deck accommodates wheelchair turnaround.

Canyon Corkscrew Net
The twists and turns in this net add extra challenge between posts.
• Specially designed connectors provide clearance around rocks
• Steel-reinforced cables
NEW The Canyon Collection™

MATERIALS

**Wet Cast Concrete**  Concrete is the tough-as-nails material we use to create our natural climbers. The Canyon Collection rocks have a rugged, rock-like texture that never feels artificial and delivers years of reliable, rock-solid fun in any environment. Wet Cast Concrete is UV stable and won’t burn, splinter or crumble. Our exclusive finish is produced without incorporating any acids or toxic stains.

**Steel-Reinforced Climbing Cables**  Steel-reinforced cables provide hours of safe, bouncy fun. Made of tightly woven, polyester-wrapped, six stranded galvanized-steel cable. These abrasion-resistant, color-stable cables are extremely durable and vandal resistant. Powered by Berliner Seilfabrik.

**ProShield® Finish**  Our ProShield finish is so tough, it substantially increases the durability of our products. We’ve combined a specially formulated primer with a high-quality, architectural-grade powdercoat topcoat. The result is enhanced longevity, greater protection against harsh UV rays, prevention from corrosion and improved product performance. Plus it’s available in all the vibrant, glossy, long-lasting colors that Landscape Structures is known for.

**TenderTuff™ Coating**  Insulates against temperature extremes and provides a safer grip surface compared to painted metal. TenderTuff meets all safety standards and complies with Public Law No. 110-314, Consumer Product Safety Improvement Act of 2008.

**Installation  Direct Bury Only**  Additional footer required. Surround with any loose fill material. Consult your layout for area required.

**Warranty**

- 15-year limited warranty on TenderTuff™ coatings
- 10-year limited warranty on concrete products
- 8-year warranty on climbing cables

All warranties cover failures due to corrosion/natural deterioration or manufacturing defects, and do not include any cosmetic issues or wear and tear from normal use. Warranty is valid only if the equipment is installed and maintained to conform with Landscape Structures’ installation and maintenance procedures.
Since 1971, Landscape Structures has been committed to enhancing children’s lives while honoring the environment. We create innovative playground equipment to inspire children to grow strong bodies and minds so their future remains bright. And to further ensure a better tomorrow, we are sensitive to the environment through manufacturing practices that minimize our impact on the earth. Our goal from day one has been to foster healthy children playing in healthy communities year after year, generation after generation.